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It’s no surprise, given the puzzle name, that these staccato/tenuto markings are in fact the dots
and dashes of Morse code. Unfortunately, these dots and dashes are missing the spaces between
them that allow for parsing. There are several tools available online that can help you solve the
‘unparsed Morse code problem’, and by using some hodgepodge collection of them you should be
able to decode the following song titles:

a. California Girls1

b. Ain’t No Mountain High Enough
c. Rolling in the Deep
d. Empire State of Mind
e. Foreplay / Long Time
f. Unwritten
g. Lisztomania
h. Don’t Look Back in Anger
i. One More Time

j. Through the Fire and Flames
k. The Girl from Ipanema
l. Heart Attack

m. Eleanor Rigby
n. I Walk the Line
o. Sweet Disposition
p. Easier Said than Done
q. Titanium
r. Cat’s in the Cradle

Reading down the first letter of each song title (and adding an apostrophe), we see the phrase

CAREFUL DOT THE I’S ETC,

which is a reference to the expression dot your i’s and cross your t’s. The phrasing allows us to be
a little loose in our interpretation – here, we’d like to dot our i’s but dash our t’s to keep with the
Morse code theme. In other words, we now go back to our song titles and read off a sequence of
dots and dashes from our ordered list of i’s and t’s.2 This is

....- -....-.- -.-..- -.-.-.-.- -.-..- - -..-.-..-...- -.-.-.-
and the symbols (5 5 3 3 4) at the bottom of the page help us parse this as SWIFT TRACK
AND OUR LACK. The Taylor Swift song (and what we forget to include while writing out the
dots and dashes in this puzzle) is BLANK SPACE, our answer.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

This puzzle was entirely motivated by the unparsed Morse code problem, and the interesting
logic you can use to solve it by hand. It wasn’t until after the puzzle was written that we realized
you could use tools to crack most of the song names. Since a certain amount of common sense is
still required to interpret your results, it seemed fine to keep.

To reapply the Morse unparsing, we needed to select two characters to transform into dots and
dashes. There are of course many ways to do this, but most of the convenient ones give the puzzle

1Given the spelling, this is the Beach Boys song, not the Katy Perry song California Gurls.
2This re-Morsing is suggested by the puzzle name, Re-Morse(ls of Love).
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an unnatural feel. Fortunately for us, the phrase dot your i’s gave a motivated choice for i/t as
the extract letters. The actual choice of songs was quite limited by the dual constraints (the i/t
information and the leading-letter cluephrase), but a solution was found using only songs that had
appeared on certain Billboard Hot 100 lists.3

Re:Morsels ended up being the most solved puzzle of the hunt, probably because it came out in
the first wave and looked approachable. Since the overall difficulty of the puzzles was too high, it’s
good that we had a puzzle like this early on.

3The most obscure is probably Easier Said Than Done by The Essex, a #1 Hit on the Billboard Hot 100 from
1963. Fortunately the song name contains avoids proper nouns and can be found without recognizing it.
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